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Dual-Beam Autocorrelation Based Wind Estimates from
Airport Surveillance Radar Signals

A BSTRA CT

This report describes an efficient, autocorrelation based algo-
rithm for estimating low altitude radial winds using signals from the
two receiving beams of an airport surveillance radar (ASR). The
approach seeks to achieve the accuracy demonstrated previously for
spectral domain dual beam velocity estimators with significantly
reduced computational requirements. Fundamental to the technique
is the assumption that the power spectrum measured with an air-
port surveillance radar's broad elevation beam can be fitted by a
two component Gaussian model. The parameters of this model are
estimated using measured low-order autocorrelation lags from the
low and high beam received signals. The desired near surface radial
velocity estimate is obtained directly as one of these parameters --
the center frequency of the "low altitude" Gaussian spectrum com-
ponent.

Simulated data and field measurements from Lincoln
Laboratory's experimental ASR-A in Huntsville', Alabama were used
to evaluate the accuracy of the autocorrelation based velocity esti-
mates. Monte Carlo simulations indicate that biases relative to the
near surface outflow velocity in a microburst would be less than 2.5
m/s unless the microburst were distant (range > 12 km) or very
shallow (depth of maximum wind speed layer < 50 in). Estimate
standard deviations averaged 0.5 m/s after the spatial filtering
employed in otir processing sequence. The algorithm's velocity esti-
mate aceuracy was sufficient to allow for autonmatic detection of
measured mi(crobursts during 1988 with a detection proli)ability
exceeding 0.9 aid a false alarm probability less tbh am 0.05. Our
analysis iiidicates that the (hmal-beam aut'ocorrelation based velocity
estimator shoutl sup~port. ASH wind shear detection at apprOxi-
nmatelv the saIne level of confidence as the low-high beami1 spectra
(Iiftteremucing ailgori thin eva liated by Weber and Noyes (1988).
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Dual-Beam Autocorrelation Based Wind Estimates from
Airport Surveillance Radar Signals

I. INTRODUCTION

This report evaluates an efficient, autocorrelation based algorithm for estimat-
ing low altitude radial winds using signals from the two receiving beams of an air-
port surveillance radar (ASR). The described approach seeks to achieve the accu-
racy demonstrated previously for spectral domain dual beam velocity estimators
(Anderson,1989; Atlas,1987,1989; Weber and Noyes,1988) with significantly
reduced computational requirements.

The feasibility of a data processing augmentation to existing ASRs that would
allow for detection of low altitude wind shear has been under investigation by
Lincoln Laboratory and cooperating universities since 1984. This capability would
require:
(a) a signal processing module that would suppress ground clutter and estimate

the radial velocity of near-surface precipitation wind tracers;
(b) an algorithm to automatically recognize significant wind shear in the result-

ing velocity field.

Anderson (1987), Weber and Moser (1987) and Weber (1987) considered the
impact of ground clutter on ASR wind measurements. Simulations and analysis
of real clutter data from airport surveillance radars indicated that wind measure-
ments were feasible even at short range provided that the reflectivity factor of the
precipitation tracers was approximately 2() dBz or greater. Even when this condi-
tion is met however, accurate low-altitude radial wind estimates may not be
obtained with "conventional" mean Doppler estimators when the radial wind coln-
ponent varies rapidly with altitude. In this situationi, an ASR's fan-shaped eleva-
tion )eam intercepts scatterers moving at )oth the near-surface velocity and the
velocity of winid aloft; the result is a bro-ad, possibly inulti-modal velocity spec-
trum whose power-weighted mean diterrs markedly from the near surface radial
wind velocit v. Since both ieroblirsts af(I grist frolts exhibit strong vertical
shear in the horizontal winds near the groli id, this Iearn resoluition issue is of'
olbvious im )portance.

\Weber an(l Noyes (1088) is(,l ((tar) f'r(ml an Xl neriinlr tal ..\SHt opaer'ate I lrig
periods of rearbv th nid](lerstorin a'ct ivii v to eva iale three met lidoIs for esti matirig
low altitlde wi(Is from \ l? sigiils:
(i) high-pass ilterilig to (xloit Ihe fact It h't ii('r(l)ilrs ()litI()w% wins(.s are oft

higher ill abselilte niagnitide tlln winds a'lof:
(ii) collparisli ()f tilie sircnigth ()I ' (livergrice r'gions (e(e ted ill v lc()(ity lields

f'roinl lie high aid low receivilng haris of' tlh ..\S'{ to ()rre't" the Iiiasilre(l
velocity shear valnies:

(iii) resohlition 'ell by cH ) all rc;oi of ilhIe pXwer spe(1a or the l(m, :111( higll
I'ec('eiviig lhe) lilis to (l(t1erlliiile tie Vlocil. doii:iin :lssoc('i:il c, \\it lire r Siii-
f"i)( ce'"(.,I l'er".



Our assessment included an end-to-end data processing evaluation whereby wind
fields estimated from the ASR signals were passed into a slightly modified version
of the Terminal Doppler Weather Radar's (TI)WR) surface oultflow detection algo-
rithm (Merritt, 1987). The resulting microburst alarms were scored on a scan-by-
scan basis against "truth" as determrined from manual exami nation of will(d fields
measuredl with a colocated 1)encil-1)earn Doppler weather radar. Overall, thle third
method above -- transformation of high and low beam signals into the frequency
&,main followed by spectral differencing -- produced better detection performance
(higher probability of detection and lower false alarmi probability) nlmr cu
rate velocity shear estimates than the ot her two methods evaluated.

Use of this dual-beani signal pr'ocessing a ppro-wclr, however, rmises several
implementation issues,. ASRs normally t raniisit circularly polarized (CP) signals
during heavy rain in order to reduce precipit-ation clutter in the aircraft detection
processor. In ordIer to avoid a resulting 15 to 20()Idl loss inl received power from
weather echoes, any weather processor onl an airport suirveillance radar should
receive its input from the opposite-sense polarized antenna. port. ASR-8's and
ASR-9's have only one path through tile rotary joint for oppIosite sense p~olarized
signals: thus during operation with circuilar polari zatioii. weather (data from hot h
high and low beamis could not be accessed siintiltanicouisly'. Power spectra for tile
two beamis would have to be calculated onl alt erniate a nt-enna. scans, reqiriirg
memory storage for all data from one of' the scans. Assumiiiing range coverag,; to
20 kin and two byte integer representation of the iri-lliase and quadratuire signals,
this wouild require 3 Mbytes of dledicatedl physical mnemory.

Anot her issue is the comnputat ioiial req iiiireinlt of estimiiatinrg power spectra for
the two beamis in each resolution cell anid calc('ilatin iiav elocit y based on the
difference of the two spectra. Assuming thatt thle spectra were estimiated using
Fast Fourier Transforms (PFT), aboutit 1000 floating point. operations per resolu-
tion cell would he reqiired. For the saic 20 k ill range coverage considleredl previ-
ouisly. this translates to 17 muil lion float inrg point operations per second. Whifle
both the memory storage and proc'essinrg speed reutilr'ements coild )e miet, they
would certainly dIr'ive the cost or the sigiialI processinrg cor npttr higher.

A th ir id issue arises fr'om thbe I ari'e vaiianice aid( co a rse qu anti zat ion of power
spe('truiin e'sti mates ohbtainedI from a. r'apid(ly scaniniirg ahi rt i sir veilIIan cc radlamr.
As implemented by Weber and~ Noy-cs (I p88). lie low anmd htigh beanii power spec-
tiui i estimiiates were ec ulatedl froin :3f sticcessi ye P ii ses (2.6' iii azimin h) arid
ic( lleremitly a veraged over t(IiIec sri ecssi ye n'a ige c osc" (360 ini). \ eloci t v msol in-
ion was a bout 2 rn/s a nd the 90',~ con lidlicc jit erva I of' t he, spectral estimates

was 7 (111. Monte Carlo simullations indicate t11 hat te starildard (deviation of, ureari
velocityv esti inates list ng ou r iipnpient at i(n is a ppri'(iin ately, 2 nil/s. Tb us addb i-
tionial spatial filtering had to be appliedi to the( x'efocitY v ield ill order to aIchieve
a ce 1)t able p~erfornmance Il'onil tire nrlicrobllist (let (t ionl algor'lit irri

Ili t his report , we val irate air aIt ernrat ive (I na I1-hbcaiii veloci ty esti iia tion techl-
iii(fii( t fiat sigrnilicaitlY r'oliiccs bothi iiiciiorv s .to[wage a id coiipitationral reojrir-
inients. Thie lursic strategy is to 'st iiitr' t~re plraiiiet(rs of' all assrliied biiodal
( a rssiani power sjrect '. based on low-o)rder aliooelt ionl lags from the low anid
hlighl I eainl receivef siginals. 'Ilre desired low-al1titrirle velocityv estilmate is thien
ofri aiticl lirect l v as Ire (writer fr'reierrc ,v of' onle of' t lie t wo coiiiporenits of' tis
sp~ect ral irrodel. I ecaiise only t lie Zero ari1d onle saup c dely ailt ocorre-latiori lags
f'om 'each] beamn are iscel, ph 'ysical inenior * st ori!ge r'e(fnri rennents wouild lie reduiced
to) 0.5 Cfv .(onipritatiotral re(frirrereits :11-e :11orrt 2 iilliori floating p)oint



operations per second. Estimate standard deviations of 2 m/s can be achieved
without the need for range smoothing as required for the spectral differencing
approach.

Section II describes the double Gaussian spectral model and algorithms for
estimating its parameters from autocorrelation function measurements. This dis-
cussion draws heavily on measured microburst power spectra from our experimen-
tal ASR. In Section lII, we evaluate the performance of the algorithm, using
simulated and measured ASR signals from microbursts. Automatic microburst
detection performance using this method and the spectral differencing approach
evaluated by Weber and Noyes (1988) is compared statistically for our 1988 field
measurements. Over the evaluated data set, the two methods provide similar per-
formance. Section IV summarizes our findings and describes ongoing work.
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II. VELOCITY ESTIMATION BASED ON A DUAL GAUSSIAN SPEC-
TRUM SHAPE MODEL

A. Velocity Spectra in Mieroburst Cores

Figure 11-1 shows examples of velocity spectra measured with our experimental
airport surveillance radar in the cores of eight "wet" microbursts near H4untsville,
Alabama. The spectra were estimated from FFTs of 34-sample 1 -aiming win-
dowed data sequences, incoherently averaged over three contiguous range gates.
An adaptively-selected clutter filter (Weber,1987) was applied to the signals prior
to Fourier transformation: in most of the examples shown, however, the
reflectivity factor in the microburst core was sufficiently high that no filtering was
required. Although our experimental radar transmitted pulses at a uniform
repetition frequency (PRF), the eight/ten-pulse alternating PRF sequence to be
used by ASR-9s could be accommodated by preceding the clutter filters with a
shift-variant interpolation filter as described by Weber (1987).

The plots show calcuiated spectra for both high (dashed) and low (solid) receiv-
ing beams. The left hand panels are for the approaching radial velocity cores of
the inicrobursts and those in the right column are for the receding cores. The
spectra have been normalized so that the areas tinder the curves are equal. For
reference, radial velocities measured by the pencil beam weather radar at the same
range-azimuth locations and times are indicatedl by (lashed vertical lines. The
pencil beam radar was scanned at 0.6' elevation angle to estimate the near surface
radial wind speed.

As (iscusse(d in Weber and Noyes (1988) the broad width and multimodal
nature of these power spectra resuft in significant differences between the "true"
near surface radial velocity and the ASR-based measurement when a conventional
mean I)oppler estimator is used. The discrepancy results, of course because the
applicability of the mean I)oppler estimate rests on the assumption of irrow-
width, roughly symmetric power spectral shape. Of the displayed power spectra,
only those in the approaching core on t August exhibit symmetry. The remaining
spectra are strongly skewed and/or bi- or miulti-modal. Some of this ecm plexity
arises from spectral estimate variance (recall that, our procedure results in a 7 d
90 (' confidence interval). As illustrated in Appendix C however, the dominant
features of the spectra can be at trilbuted to tibe interaction of an ASR's f'an-shape I
elevation beai with the strongly sheared radial wind field ii an a amicroburst
omit flow.

No)te t t at lhe low be-utn powe r spectral density always exee(s t hat of t he high
bea i iear tlie indicated sriifnce wind speed. This rellects red iced high betn i
a tteina gaii Itear the surface, and is thbe basis for the spectraI (imiterenki ng tcli-
niqume alluded to above.
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B. Autocorrelation Based Dual Gaussian Fits to the Measured Spectra

I. Estimates Using R (r) and R (2r)

Examination of the above measured spectra suggests that the parameters of a
double Gaussian power spectrum model might provide a better estimate of the
low altitude wind field than the conventional mean Doppler method. Physically,
the presence of two separated modes in the power spectra implies a radial velocity
field that is strongly discontinuous within the radar's beamwidth, as at the top of
a shallow microburst outflow. In a region where the radial wind speed varies
linearly with height or is constant, the double Gaussian model can also adequately
represent the power spectrum that would be measured by an ASR since the two
components may overlap substantially, producing a broad, unimodal spectrum.

We assume therefore that the weather echo power spectra measured by the fan

shaped elevation beam of an ASR can be approximately represented as:

ai -(f -f 1)2  ai,2 -( -f,2) 2

Si(f) expl i + 2-a 2  2o" ] (1)

where i=1,2 indexes the low and high receiving beams. The center frequencies
and widths of the two spectral components are assumed to be identical between
the two beams but the amplitudes will differ owing to the different weightings
from the antenna patterns.

Appendix A describes a method of estimating the eight parameters in equations
(1) using measurements of the low and high beam autocorrelation functions at
lags r and 2r. The solution is constructed using knowledge of the beam patterns
so that the parameters ai,1, al and f represent the spectral component associated
with scatterers at low elevation angle. Figure 11-2 plots the resulting dual Gaus-
sian power spectra for the microburst cores shown previously. Although these are
not optimum dual Gaussian fits to the measured spectra (for example, in a least
squares sense) they generally correspond well to the data.

Low altitude velocity estimates can be derived from the calculated spectral
parameters by reconstructing the spectra and implenenting a low-high beam
differencing algorithm as described in Weber and Noyes (1988). Table 11-1 con-
pares the resulting velocity shear estimates for these eight microbursts to those
measured by the pencil beam "truth" radar and to those calculated using the spec-
tral differencing technique applied directly to the meansured power spectra. In
seven of the eight cases considered, b)oth ASR-based velocity .,hear estimates are in
good agreement with the pencil beam inasureinents. For the spectra ineasure(l ol
9-11-87, dual Gaussian fitting resulted in a substantially larger wind shear esti-
mate than given by the pencil beam weather ralar and the spectral dlifferencing
technique; this produced the larger overall 1?MS error associated with (he dual
Gaussian approach.

The above results indicate that the fidelity of' t he dual (a ussian spect ral nodel
to the measured signal characteristics in ay be sul tcien t to generate a reli-alle low
altitude velocity esti i ate frori ASIS data. 1/(mcwex.r, l(e describe(d sollctilm is nlot
corn putational lv efficient. Calculation of" the first and second a ut ocorrelation !ags
requires 1.5 times as inany operations as wolld ( he needed to estina te R(0) and
R (). More iinport antly, the dolnlbe (;alssian speral pariamclers are tldetermilnec
iteratively (Appendix A), followed by iiumrical integration to ,'rive -, velocity

= -- - m~n *n nm nnu n u nmnn luamun .l ...-. - 8
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Figure 11-2. Velocity spectra reconstructed from ASR. autocorrelation lag znleailre-
ments in approaching (left) and receding (right) radial velocity cores of' micro-
bursts. The spectral model of equation (1) was used with pararmeters estimated
from R?(7-) and I?(21r as described in Appendix A. The microburst examples and
p)lot format al-c as in Figure 111-1.
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Figure 11-2. (continued)
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Table II-1: Microburst Velocity Shear Estimates Using Spectral
Differencin an(d R(r). R(2r) Dual G- ussian Fit

Date/Time Pencil Beam ASR Spectral ASR Spectral
Radar A V (in/s) Differeneing Differencing

(Measured) (1) ual Gaussia n
it)

9-10-87 22:47 2:3 291 23
5-21-87 14:14 28 28 27
6-21-87 20:45 27 29 30
6-21-87 20:38 23 2:3 22
9-11-87 23:50 2-1 25 32
6-14-87 19:33 19 15 16
6-14-87 19:18 32 33 32
R- 1 -R7 20*30 1 q 17 92

A Y s R  0.96 1.05AverageA

RMS Relative Difference .AVASR 0.09 0.15
VS. A V=-r _II

estimate. In the following section we describe an approximate solution for the
dual Gaussian parameters that leads to an efficient velocity estimation algorithm.

II. Estimates Using R(0) and R(r)

The number of unknowns in equations (1) can be reduced from eight to six by
assuming that the ratio of high and low beam amplitudes for each spectral com-
ponent can be determined from a known beam weighting function, wijy:

(1 f _f1)ao (f -f 2 )2

Si (ff _f7 ,) + -- 'i,2 -- -- expi" - - (2)
&(/) .77,, xp[  2 '" U

Appendix B describes a solution for the six spectral parameters using measure-
ments of R(0) and 1?(r) in the two receiving beams of an ASR. The important
result is that the center frequency of the "low altitude induced" spectral com-
ponent can be derived as:

I ~ RI(0) w1I 2
f 1 __ ItanIRI(r -) R 2 (T)l (3)

2r, r R.2(0) t12,2

Thus if this center frequency can be shown to accurately represent the low alti-
tude wind field, the ASR velocity estimation algorithm could be simplified to a
standard pulse pair estimate, preceded by linear combination of the low and high
beam autocorrelation estimates. This method was in fact proposed by Weber and
Moser (1987) although we indicated there that better performance would be
expected if the high and low beam signals were "orthogonalized" through linear
combination of their ill- phase in(t ilqa ratmre( coiponents prior to calculation of
autocorrelation lags.

As described in Appendix I1, the precom pu ted beam weights Wij in equation
(3) can be parameterized by an upper elevation angle (corresponding to the height
of a microbturst outflow) for the low altittide spectral component. In this report we
will treat this angle as range independent. although better performance might be
expected were it a (lecreasing function of range. For the inirobursts treated lpre-
viously, Ta le 11-2 corpa res velocity shear est iinates from eqimation (3) with those
from the pencil he mu weat her rai(Ir. tp per elevation angles. 0,) of 1'. 2' anI 3'
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were used in computing Lhe wi j .

Table 11-2: Microburst Velocity Shear Estimates Using
R(0) R r Dual Gaussian Fit

Date/Time Pencil Beam ASR (00 = 30) ASR (00 = 20) ASR (o. = il)
Radar AV
(m/s)

9-10-87 22:47 23 13 18 26
5-21-87 14:14 28 26 31 36
6-21-87 20:45 27 20 22 28
6-21-87 20:38 23 18 22 27
9-11-87 23:50 24 17 19 25
6-14-87 19:33 19 12 16 22
6-14-87 19:18 32 33 36 9
_- l-&7 20-30 1Q 14 18 25

Average AVASR 0.76 0.91 1.20AveageA VTR41r

RMS Relative Difference 0.27 0.15 0.19
I14  vs. AV .....

Note that a- 00 is decreased, the weight w1 ,2/w 2,2 increases (see Appendix B).
When wind speed decreases with altitude as is normally the case in a microburst,
the magnitude of the phase angle of the high beam's R(r) autocorrelation lag will
be smaller than that of the low beam. A simple vector construction illustrates
that these observations account for the observed inverse relationship between 00
and the magnitude of the velocity shear estimate from equation (3).

Since the heights of mnicrobursi outflow winds vary considerably and since the
above events were at different ranges from the radar, the "best" value for 00 was
variable; indeed in many of these microbursts the best velocity measure for the
approaching core corresponded to a different value for 00 than that for the reced-
ing core. Over the eight events however, weights wi,j computed using a value of
20 for 00 resulted in a shear estimates that on average were closest to those meas-
ured by the pencil beam radar; the corresponding RMS relative error was likewise
minimum for this setting. While the match to the pencil beam radar measure-
ments could have been improved by selecting a 00 slightly less than 2.0, we felt
that such fine tuning was unwarranted given the small number of events used for
the evaluation.

Comparison of Tables I-I and 11-2 suggests that the simple velocity estimaltor
of equation (3) might provide comparable accuracy to the less constrained
approach discussed in the previous subsection, provided that a suitable weight
w1, 2/w 2.2 were selected. The following section examines the extent to which a sin-
gle value for this weight would provide acceptable velocity estimates for a inuch
larger data set t han evaliat ed above.
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II. EVALUATION OF VELOCITY ESTIMATES USING SIMULA-
TIONS AND FIELD MEASUREMENTS

This section compares ASR radial velocity estimates from equation (3) to those
derived from the full spectral differencing technique and to "truth" as defined from
microburst models (part A) or simultaneous measurements from the pencil beam
weather radar (part B). The data processing sequence involves the elements
described in Weber (1987) and Weber and Noyes (1988):
(1) clutter-map based high pass filtering of 34 sample sequences from the high

and low receiving beams;
(ii) velocity estimation using equation (3) or the spectral differencing algorithm

described by Weber and Noyes (1988). For the autocorrelation based
method, beam weights wij were calculated with 00 set to 2.00;

(iii) nine-point nearest neighbor spatial median filtering of the velocity field fol-
lowed by smoothing along the range axis with a five-point Gaussian filter;

(iv) divergence detection using the surface outflow portion (Merritt, 1987) of the
TDWR microburst detection algorithm.

All data used in part B were collected during 1988 in wet microbursts near Htunts-
ville, Alabama. We note that the value of 00 used in calculating the weighting
coefficient ul2/W2 2, was derived from independent microburst data collected dur-
ing 1987 as described in the preceding section.

A. Velocity Estimates using Simulated ASR Signals

As a function of "true" surface outflow radial velocity, Figures 111-1 compare
the bias and standard deviation of velocity estimates from the spectral
differencing and autocorrelation based algorithms . Estimate standard deviations
are shown both before and after the spatial smoothing described above. The cal-
culations assume that the outflow velocity is constant from the surface to 100 In
height; the radial wind then changes linearly to an "upper level" velocity that, is
one-third the magnitude of the surface wind and opposite in direction.
Reflectivity factor and spectrum width are taken as constant in altitude with
values of 40 dl3z and 2 rn/s respectively. Figure 111-2 illustrates this model for a
surface outflow velocity of 15 m/s towards the radar.

The velocity estimate performance metrics were calculated using 500 trials of
the Monte Carlo signal simulation described in Appendix C. Since essentially all
data from our experimental ASR in Huntsville were obtained at a uniform pulse
repetition frequency, the simulations here assume a constant PRF of 980s- 1. ve
show in Appendix C that utilization of the ASR-9's 8/10 pulse alternating PRIF
waveform would produce only small changes in velocity estimate accuracy. Fig-
-Ires Ill-I(a) and (h) cor,'espond to a resolution cell where the weather signal to
ground clutter ratio is sufficiently large that high pass filtering is not reequire(l
(Weber, 1987). Part (a) assuimes that, the resolution cell of interest is at 6 km
range and part (b) consi(lers a range of 12 kin.

At 6 kin range, biases associated with either method are less than I i/s. Esti-
mate standard deviations average about 2 in/s before spatial smoothing and are
reduced to 0.5 m /s after snioothing. Note that our spectral differencing algorithimu
(Weber and Noyes, 1988) incoherently averages power spectrum density (lPSl))
estimates using a ruinni iing throe gate average in raige before calculating radial
velocity. Thus. more extensiye Spt tia1 snoothing is req uired for the spect ,ral

13
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(a) Range of 6 km and no clutter filtering are assumed.

Figure 111-1. Spectral differencing and autoeorrelation, based velocity estimate b-ias
and standard deviation versus "true" outflow velocity. The velocity model of Fig-
tire 111-2 is scaled proportionally to the abscissae. Solid, dashed and chain dashed
curves for standard deviation pertain respectively to single resolution cell esti-
mates, estimates after spatial median filtering and after Gaussian smoothing along
the range axis.
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Figure II1-1. (continued)
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differencing algorithm than for the autocorrelation based method to achieve the
stated estimate variance.

Near zero Doppler, the standard deviation of the spectral differencing estimates
increases slightly. In outr model, there is no vertical shear in the radial wind for
zero velocity (i.e. at the inicroburst center). Without this shear, underlyinig high
and low beani PSDs are the same and the lplacernent. in the velocity domain of the
low-high beam difference spectrum's positive lobe is governed by statistical
fluctuations in the spectral estimates. This lobe -- whichi is used to generate thle
low altitude velocity estimate -- can occur anywhere where the PSIs are witbin a,
few decibels of their maximum values. This circumstance accounts for the
increase in estimate standard deviation at low Doppler. Conversely, for the aulto-
correlation based algorithm, velocity estimate standard deviations are inimnum
at zero Doppler where the integrated spectrum width is smiallest. This is conl-
sistent with Zrnic's (1977) findings; that the conventional weather radar pulse-paii'
mnean velocity estimate variance decreases wit Ii decreasing s pect rum widjt h.

The largeir biases at 12 kin rang-e (111-1 (b)) represent anl n nierestlinte of the
surface win i sp ed: t he erroir iic'ceases as surifac (P elocity a nd ver'ti cal slicar
become larger in in agnitutde. Mn xii mu in ca lculate b~ i as for the spectiral
(liflerenicing and autocorrelation b~ased algorit bins are :3 rn/s and 4 III/s respec-
lively. Standard devi ations are slighlt ly larger t hii at (6 k inl ri'age.

In Figuire 111- 1(c) we repeat t he 6 kinl range c'alcul Iat ion issuiniiiig t hat idgh pass
clultter tilt ering as (lescri bed by Aiiderson (1987) or1 Weber (1987) is requi red . The
tilter' stop) baid widthi is ±4.7 in/s. p~rov'iding 39 d113 at temn tion of se;cnu modiu-
lat ed groun id cl ut ter. Inl add(it ion to reiovi ng low 1)01)pleir sigiialI power. tOle 1 7-
coefficient filter red1uces thle nu inher of valid (lat a poi s for vehocity est imat ion
rromn 3-1 to 18. We did not in(i-ilcd a grou nd ('I ttter-iindI iced speetru cii n '01ponelt

in our signal sinniilat i n. Tlhums, si n iilat ed weather spectrum (listoirtioin may' be
larger thaiii n o(l occiurm wit h real dat a whiere the add(it ionalI low I )op plei. I)OW('I
fromn groiu l Iutt er would( at least part iallY off~set, thle lilt ei'i ng.

Thel( overest imiateC of velocity minlgit iide resutlting f coinl spect I'llIII (list ortion is
in axi n iiin w hen t he surf ace kveloeit v npp coaches t lie edges of t he lilte c4c1 sIn bad:
ait this velocit v biases ar~e a bout 2 in/s foi' citlile' algorit bin. ls,-t iint e stI aidardl
deviat ioii are als o large at low I )opplec where iuiosl of the( xxeat liei power sp (c-

iinlies inside the filter's stop bauld: eveii aftlc c i' "il sioot ling. estimautesia-
(lard dleviatioin would be ahoiit 2 Ilu/s f'or low I)oppler sii Al.\t hlighier l)oppler
kvel(ei ties. t he (efleet of, t lie snu al Ir ii aben )l' a vail able fatn :i saraples is cvilnt iii1
iielerea'sedl estimlate variauic(' relaitive lIClie n~o-lilici sit nat ion;, this iiicrease is mnore
pronlounlced for thle '1uitocorrelatioiu bas"ed al1gor-it fun. Outside t lie low l)o)ppler
iiiterva11l however, spatial sinloot lungll is (ffective ill redlli('iig t lie sI :uilai'( lev-i-ut iou
fo(i he1r Imet hod to less thn I ill/s.

Fig ace 111-3 Idls \vlocil t vestimaite b~ins nlad si in lard levia t join ;)s a1 hlu iii of'
iiiiecobuist reflect :v-it\ v fatoi'. Thle ('al('uuliion used t lie ju'ofife of' figii'e 111-2 (sacr-
f'ace velocityv -1-)l5 ) ex'ept I batt ilie r'('llctivit ' yf'actou' wVas- vai'ied f'ioiin 30) lBZ
downl to -0 It)(1. We\ suiie :1 i'iunge of 6S kilil 1( n C'isitivitv tiii( (contrcol
hi iict ionl tHiat places tll eceiver' iiois( level ait aii1 (juiialelut weat luci i'elect ivit v
fact or o f' 0) dIIz (see Wecber' an'( Mob ser. 987 ). Wlweu t~ ~elie11 i'ellee i itvh fC'is
greateir than 0() l~z. hot Ii t1wb spectil1 Ii flei'eli,'In g ti~ it ocoi'i'eat ioii bnisvd vefo-
('it v estirliates e\Iliblit Iliiiiia bias nd si aiu(lai'd devintiionlss tfiail I ni/s l' c

sptal silioot li ig. A\s tHie sgilto nloise ri'i beeoiies rea v.ba n
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standard deviation increase rapidly. The positive bias reflects the trend of the
velocity estimates towards 0 m/s when noise dominates the spectrum. Note that
this calculation does not consider the impact of ground clutter. Weber (1987)
showed that ground clutter may prevent accurate velocity measurements at short
range when the reflectivity factor is less than 20( dBz.

The dependence of velocity estimate accuracy on the vertical extent of the
outflow is illustrated in Figure 111-4. Here, bias and standard deviation are plot-
ted as functions of outflow height, assuming a range of 6 ki. T he radial velocity
profile is that of 111-2 scaled in height by a factor varying from 0.25 to 2.25. The
shallowest outflow considered, therefore, has maxinim radial winds extending 25
m above the surface and reaches the "upper level" velocity at, 250 in. For this
height, both algorithms result in significant underestimates of the near surface
radial wind magnitude. The bias is 6 and 7 rn/s respectively for the spectral
differencing and autocorrelation based algorithms. With increasing outflow depth,
the bias decreases rapidly to values less than I ii/s when the outflow layer is 75
m deep. Estimate standard deviation i i(creases by about 50 percent for very shal-
low outflows.

For ttuntsville microbursts in 1987, WVeber and Noyes (1988) plotted the distri-
bution of heights at which the radial velocity dropped to half of its inaxii uni
value. The median value for this "half-height'" was 350 in and about 15 percent of
the microbursts exhibited half-heights less than 200 in. These data were con-
piled from events centered as far as 12 km from the radar where the 3 dB beani
width spanned :300 m. Thus, angular resolution may have been inadequate for
measuring the actual depths of sonie of the microbumrsts. Biron and Isaminger
(1989) analyzed RIIl scans of microbursts within 8 km of Lincoln Laboratory's 10
pencil beam weather radar. Vertical resolution was therefore 1140 m or better. The
median half-height for inicrobursts they measured during 1986 in Huntsville was
-0()} in: all events were between 300 and 1000 in (feel) by this measure. For
)enver microi)ursts observed during 1987, the Ialf-height distribution extended

from 200 to 1100( m with a median value of (00 in. The median height of max-
ininm velocity in both locales was withiii the lowest 200 in AGL. For comparison
with these stat istics. t he upper abscissa labels on III-4 give t lie half-height for the
vertical wi1nd profile we assui med in our cnlnculati15s. At -100 inl half-height, esti-
mate Ibias is less than I rn/s for either meth)d: th e shaIllowest 15 Jpercelit of
o11tflows measured in I lintsville durhig 1087 would be subject to biases 2.5 i/s or
graiter at (5 kin raiige.

adial velocity versus range signatilres through a iiodel microbuirst are simu-
lated in Figures I11-5. The basic profile is,, agaiii that of 111-2 but the surface
oullflow velocity was varied : ; i Jal v;i th range a ad tipper level winds were
scadedI proportiouially. This the overall structure exhibits surface (livergence with
conli penlsatizig coivergezice a loft as is chiaracteristic of jin si ned l icrobiirst wild
fields. The models maxinuliu a)ro-lIchiiig an] r'cedi ii, velocit v cores are
sepirat ed b* 2 ki. In each plot. tlie solid line is the " surfaceradial wild
pattern: dashed and chail-dashed curves are single rcalizatioins o f tie velocity sig-
nature estirmiated with the spectral dillerelcifmug a ld a ill ocorrelat ion basedl algo-
ri buns.

Ii il-5(a) and (b) the "nicrobmrst' is ceiit ered at, ( and 12 kimi rcspectively: t he
ijlper pal i enls ill each figure iiimlllat e velocit v (cstiuates where [sptwial siioothiig

has t been applied. The variauce of" the nllo(tled 'elocity N est inmates disrllpts
the iliilmloiically ilcreashig )p.11 terl betw eell t 1ie velocit evxt reimma to I le extellt
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Figure 111-4. Spectral differencing and autocorrelation based velocity estimate
bias and standard deviation versus outflow height. The velocity model of Figure
111-2 is scaled proportionally to the lower abscissa labels. The cuIrve for standard
deviation pertains to estimates after spatial median filtering followed by Gaussian
smoothing along the range axis.
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Figure 111-5. Simulated microburst radial velocity versus range measuretnents
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using the spectral dilferencing and autocorrelation Ibased algorithms. The upper
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filtering described in the text.
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that the TDWR microburst detection algorithm might not identify shear seg-
ments. The lower panels simulate the spatial smoothing described above. The
smoothed velocity fields correlate well with the model wind pattern although the
bias indicated in Figure 111-1(b) is evident when the microburst is centered at 12
km range.

This simulation based analysis indicates that velocity estimates from the auto-
correlation based and spectral differencing algorithms exhibit very similar bias and
standard deviation. A representative value for standard deviation after spatial
filtering is 0.5 m/s. The most significant factor determining the bias associated
with either algorithm is the rate of change of radial velocity with elevation angle.
For very shallow inicrobursts ('half-heighl" less than 200 in) and microbursts
beyond about 12 km range, differential velocity underestimates of 15 percent or
more could be expected. However, for the majority of microbursts in the opera-
tionally significant region within 12 km of an ASR, our analysis indicates that the
accuracy of either velocity estimator is good.
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B. Field Measurements from Huntsville Experimental ASR

Lincoln Laboratory's airport surveillance radar weather detection experiment in
Huntsville, Alabama during 1987 was described by Weber and Noyes (1988).
Equipment and operating procedures during the summer of 1988 were identical
except that the scan rate of the C-band pencil beam radar used for "truth" was
increased. The basic scan pattern for microbursts in 1988 consisted of two 3600
PPI scans at elevation angles of 0.60 and 1.50, followed by two RHI scans through
the outflow. This sequence was repeated at one minute intervals.

Figures 111-6 compares images of the radial velocity field estimated from our
airport surveillance radar's signals with that measured by the pencil beam
xea iher radar. Data are from a microburst producing thunderstorm oi 15
August 1988. The upper left panel is the pencil beam measurement from a scan
at 0.60 elevation angle. Two microbursts were present, a strong outflow centered
at 10 km range/1300 azimuth and a weaker event at 15 km/65'. ASR estimates
using the low-high beam spectral differencing technique are shown in the upper
right panel with the corresponding autocorrelation based estimate in the lower
left. High and low beam signals from the same antenna scan were employed for
these estimates. The autocorrelation based estimate obtained when the high beam
signal was collected from the following antenna scan is shown in the lower right.
For current ASRs, this mode of data collection would be required for operation
using circular polarization.

The velocity fields derived from the ASR signals are in good agreement with
that measured by the weather radar. In particular the presence of the two micro-
bursts is clearly indicated and the ASR velocity differential estimates are within I
m/s of the pencil beam measurements. The spectral domain and autocorrelation
based wind field estimates from the ASR signals are likewise in good agreement.
particularly within the microbursts. Collection of high and low beam autocorrela-
tion estimates on alternate antenna scans (lower right panel) did not significantly
change the velocity estimates.

We suspect that the 1.40 beamwidth of the weather radar was too large for
accurate measurement of the receding outflow component in the microburst to the
southeast. As in some of the other cases presented below, the -turonger, more
homogeneous receding volume depicted in the ASR-based fields may well be a
better representation of the actual wind lield.

Additional examples are shown in Figures 111-7 through 111-9 . In each figure,
the upper panel displays the pencil beam radar 0.6' velocity field. The lower left
and lower right panels are ASR-based estimates using respectively the autocorrela-
tion and spectral differencing approaches. High and low beam signals were from
the same antenna scan since we do not iiormally transfer (ata froim adjacent scans
for analysis.

These exaniples again indicate good agrenent amongst the pencil beam and
ASR derived velocity fields. For the displavedl scans on 21 June and 25 .June.
both ASR based velocity differential estimates are within 2 rn/s of the pencil beam
radar's ineasurement. The vel)citv hiar estimate from the autocorrelation based
ASR field depieted in Figure 111-8 is 6 m /s (23('7,) larger than that derived from
the pencil Ibeam radar; the spectral differencing approach resm l ted in a 3 m/s
"overest iiate" in this case. Note that. the the divergent, outtlows shown in these
examples extenl to ranges as large as 20 ki (H 1gures 111-8 amd I1-0).
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A more extensive evaluation of the accuracy of the ASR velocity estimates was
derived by "scoring" detections from the TDWR surface outflow detection algo-
rithm against truth as determined from manual examination of the pencil beam
weather radar data. The procedure and associated scoring rules are described in
Weber and Noyes (1988). Our evaluation utilized approximately 600 scans from
the airport surveillance radar in 1988, taken during 35 microbursts oil 13 separate
days. The scoring was confined to microbursts centered within the operationally
significant area extending 12 km from the radar.

Table 111-1 summarizes the results of scoring on a scan by scan basis. The
listed performance metrics are:
(i) probability of detection -- the number of detected microburst signatures

divided by the total number of microburst signatures;
(ii) probability of false alarm -- the number of algorithm alarms not associated

with microbursts divided by the total number of alarms;
(iii) bias -- the average difference between ASR-based and pencil beam radar

microburst differential velocity estimates. This is expressed both in absolute
units (ni/s) and relative to the pencil beam radar A V measurement;

(iv) root mean squared (RMS) difference between the pencil beam radar and
ASR-based velocity differential estimates. This equals the square root of the
sum of squared estimate bias and estimate variance.

These metrics are tabulated separately for all microbursts and for microbursts
with differential velocities greater than 15 and 20 in/s.

TABLE 111-1. Microburst detection algorithm
performance for ASR-based velocity fields.

Dual Beam Autocorrelation Method
AV V> 10M/S AV& ,> 15mIs A'a Ve1 20m/.s

Detection Probability 0.91 0.90 0.96
False Alarm Probability 0.05 0.01 0.0

Avu Bias (rels) 2.4 0.9 0.5
Relative .1 tj Bias 0.19 0,05 0.02

RMS . VD Discrepancy (mi) -1.8 3.8 3.7
RMS Relative Avu Discre janc .0.36 0.19 0.16

Low-Illh Bean Sp)ectral Differencing
l, .10,,/.5 A V - 15??1 - .1 -- 20, '.5

Detection lProbabilitv 0.93 0.93 0.97
False Alarin trobability 0.02 0.02 0.0

t Bias (m/s) ().-I -1.0 -1.0
Relative A V ia 5 0.05 -0.05 -0.04

RMS AV V Discre~ancy (in/s) 3.1 _ 3."2 3.4
RTMS Relative Nl'u Discrepanev 0.2:3 0.15 0.1-1

The resuilt s cmifinrm the t'av()ral,)1e ir()gn( sis for a 1 \SH's ('apability to (letect
wet [nicrobu rsts 01a1 we lhre 'I f )r(il analysis of (t a c()llected d iring 10)87
(W\eber and Noyes, 1ONS). NM I velo'ity ('s1linlatioll algo-rithilis suppolrted d((tec-
toin and false alarm prl)baililies wit hill ( he 0.9/0.1 bounds callel for by the FA:
in it's T )\W system I'e( i'(llll(nts I . t1('llilntl. Over all Illicrol)ursts s()r(,(l, he
(lual-beain at'itoorrlation l rhod Ieult(,d in solmwhat redluced detection p)('fl"(-
iian'ce r'elatixe t< fll st)et 1'11, liffeirucing: ,.l(' 'ion )ro)ab ility decr( rased Y t\w()
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percent while the false alarm probability and discrepancy with pencil beam radar
AVR measurements increased. These differences disappeared when scoring was
restricted to the subset of microburst scans where the velocity differential exceeded
20 m/s.

Detailed analysis of these data indicates that, for either velocity estimation
method, eighty percent of the missed detections were associated with recognizable
(by a human observer) divergence patterns in the ASR-based radial velocity field.
The automatic microburst detection algorithm (lid not declare an alarm in these
cases because its spatial size and/or continuity requirements were not met (Mer-
ritt, 1987). The remaining misses occurred in weak microbursts (A 1? <15m is)
where the ASR based velocity differential estimates did not exceed the 10 in/s
microburst threshold. Our analysis of missed detections does not suggest that
divergent outflows are depicted more clearly in spectral differencing versus auto-
correlation based velocity fields. Given the subtleties of the automatic microburst
detection algorithm, we regard the 2 percent overall difference in detection proba-
bilities using the two velocity estimators as insignificant.

Almost all false alarms occurred in regions where the pencil beam radar meas-
ured divergence, but below the required threshold. As seen from Table 111-1, auto-
correlation based estimates of velocity divergence were larger on average than
measured by the pencil beam radar, particularly for weak (AVR <15i /s) micro-
bursts. This "bias" produced the higher overall false alarm rate associated with
that estimator.

Our simulations (Section Il1-A) predict that biases, if present, should
correspond to underestimates of velocity differential and should be larger for
strong microbursts where the vertical gradient in radial wind speed is highest.
This is clearly inconsistent with Table 1Il-1. A possible explanation, as alluded to
previously, is that the beamwidth and/or ground clutter suppression capability of
the pencil beam radar were inadequate for accurate measurement of the strongest,
near surface microburst winds. A uniform increase in "true" velocity differential
for the 1988 data set, would at least pro(duce the expected trend for bias versus
microburst intensity.t

Overall, these statistics confirm the previous si ni uations and case studies indi-
cating that the dual-beam autocorrelation based velocity estimate of equation (3)
should support wet, ni croirst detection at, alpproximately the same level of
confidence as wotld be obtained through ril spectral differencing. Examination
of the storm cases used for the detcction p(et'fornia ce statistics in Table III-1 is
continuing. The analysis will provide more detailed ti fnderst andi fg of missed
detections or false alarms, and the siall diflerences in detection aIlgorithin ierfor-
ma nec observed using the two velocity estiaintors.

\Measiured bia.s for the spectral diffr,,ncing algorithm applied to our I987 data set was
qualitatively consistent with simulations in Section III-.\. ('ompare for examph, Figures
I1-I(h) from this report and the "shear ratio" (i.e. hias) plotted in Iigure VI-15 of \W ber
ar1d Noys (I988).
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IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The analysis herein confirms our previous assessment that aiirlitalbly modified
airport surveillance radlar would providle anl operationally useful capabilitry for
automatic detection of "wet" microhursts. In this report, we developed anl
efficient, autocorrelation based low attituide velocity estimator b)ased onl the
assumption that the power spectrumi of weather echoes mneasmred by, A fS
could be adequately representedl with a b~imodal Gaussian model. E~valuation of
microburst detection algorithmn performance using the resulting velocity fields
indicated that accuracy comparable to the most effective velocity estimator
treated by Weber and 'Noyes (1988) -- low-high beam spectral (lifferencing -- might
be achieved with considerable reduction in computational and hardware require-
ments. The combination of high confidence and computational efficiency make
this technique an attractive initial candidate for implementation in our- real time
wind shear processor.

Ongoing evaluation of ASP velocity est4imation techniques will seek to further
quantify tradleof~s between accuracy and p)rocessing comp~lexity. In addition t'o thle
ant ocorrel ation based and spectral di iferen ci ng methods treated hiere, we are con-
tinuing to assess:
(i) low beami only estimators, for example p ulse pair processing following high

pass filtering. Necessary front end modifications would be reduiced if an ASHi
wind shear processorl only accessed signals from the low r'eceiving be-am:

(ii) mapping fromt the phase of the cross spectral density between low and( high
beam signals, to elevation angle (Anderson, 1989). This technique may pro-
du1ce more accurate near-surface Velocity estimates and offers the potern al for
three-dimensional retlectivi tv and wid measurements. Note however that
high -And low, beam signals must be accessed1 simultaneouisly; thuis onl cur'rent
AkSIs this method could not be empIloy'ed (irning operation with circuilar
p ol ariza tion.

1Iach of the candidate a lgorith ins will be scored againlst all available dat a ftior
olin field( ex peiiment s imi HuntsvilIle and 0111' c'urrent, site near K\ansas, ( It v. Mis-
sour i. On r goal is to develop r'eliabl pclerform ance statistics in ord(er' to specify t hec
d esign of anl A'SH will1(] shear processor.

Wec Ii d not con-si Icr here t he rise of reflect i it v ' (' eor riieasrirenient s froni ain
A\SH as a slip oit i ng aiid/or' preei'5(or )' (ic i 't or of' niicr'obunrst ac'tivi ty. M-'eld
iiiela.SriNrerein ts wit 11 pellir(i bea iii 1)01) ller weat'her r'adla i' have sh-down1 t 11a t (hesceri( -
ig reflect i xity c(ores f'r'equnent ly pr'esage t ie( levelopi merit of' st ron g si i'facc ont flows

(Isaiiger. I688). \Vilek t ern poi'al growt 11 of t hie reflect ivit v field in easui'ed by t hle
* ~low beatin of' aii VASH rnay provide iniire('t evidlence of a, (leseidinrg coi'e. less

amb liguious in form at iin ('Oil ( be be de(ri ved fr'om coinpar'isoii of Ietle't ivit v inr
itipper'" and1( "lower'' Ibeariis. Illre hligh and low beams ('0111( be rsedl li'e('t lv in)
his manner' at. lt bough hey * overlap surbstarrtially. Bet teri differ'entiatiori wortHd be

pnovidled by cornibinlirig dalan fr'om the tw W(hearms in anl effoi't to explicitly separ'aie
i'e(eiVed power iiito iil)Iei' andi lower altitide c'orrponiernts. This ('0111( b~e (4,ric i
hel( freqien (V )i d ni iinig tecli imqrre aria b onis to those dlesc'ribed rot' velocityv

(stiliratiori. Al *naey. alirplit iles fr'orr 1li (Irrl Grisia spectral nmodel -- (-,)I-
('rilat ed n's illil( the l)I3ici(es to this r'eport -- (could( IroVide thle dlesir'ed i'ellect ivit v
HIPeaS1n ,es. We ar ie exa rininill rithe (evlpne 1of thle r'eflec'ti vit i eld( as Seen by
omr experirunent al A to 10(eter'riiie Ippi'opm'iate (1ata pr'ocessirrg npproa('ies f'or it~s

is l iii riolir'st d(eection.



As pointed out by Weber and Moser (1987), slightly lower gain and increased
"beamfilling loss" for an ASR's high beam reduce sensitivity to low reflectivity
weather. This may limit the utilization of dual beam techniques for "dry" micro-
burst and gust front detection. As currently implemented, our dual-beam velocity
estimation algorithms compare received power from both beams to receiver noise;
if only the low beam signal passes this threshold test, we revert to a standard loN.
beam mean velocity estimate for that resolution cell. Analyses of gust fronts
observed in Huntsville and simulation of dry microbursts using volume-scan pencil
beam weather radar data are underway to quantify the ability of ASRs to detect
low reflectivity wind shear. These will establish firm low-end reflectivity limits for
ASR wind measurements.

We noted previously instances where the accuracy of our pencil beam "truth"
radar's velocity field was questioned owing to its relatively broad 1.4' beam. Lim-
ited clutter suppression capability and slow scanning also reduce confidence in
velocity measurements from this radar. To more reliably quantify the accuracy of
ASR wind estimation algorithms, we have located our experimental ASR at the
same site as Lincoln Laboratory's TDWR test bed. That system will provide a
narrower beam (1V in 1989 and 0.5' after conversion to C-band operation in
1990), good clutter suppression and rapid volumetric scanning. The scan strategy
facilitates direct comparisons with an ASR's surface wind estimates and under-
standing of errors through analysis of the three-dimensional wind field. Field
measurements will continue in 1990 at Orlando, Florida. Collection and analysis
of ASR wind measurements in these varied environments will refine our under-
standing of the capabilities of ASRs for wind shear detection.
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APPENDIX A: ESTIMATION OF DUAL GAUSSIAN SPECTRAL
PARAMETERS USING R(r) and R (2r)

The first three autocorrelation lags associated with the assumed dual Gaussian
spectra in equation (1) are:

Rj(O) = ai 1 +ai.2  (A-I)

Rj(T) = ai,lexp(-21r2 a7r2)exp(i27rf Ir) + ai, 2exp(-27r2a r2)exp(i27rf 2r) (A-2)

Ri (2T) = ai,exp(-8r2a2r2 )exp(i47rf 1r) + ai.2exp(--8 a2r 2)exp(i 47rf 2) (A-3)

where i=1,2 indexes tile low and high beams.

Measurement of Ri(O) and Ri(r) provide only six relations for the eight unk-
nown spectral parameters whereas the addition of Ri(2T) results in an over-
determined system of equations. We derive therefore a solution based on measure-
ments of the autocorrelation function at lags T and 2r. We first eliminate
between the two beams in equations (A-2) and (A-3) the autocorrelation function
components due to one of the spectral modes. For example:

Rlr-a12 R'()[a 1 1 a2,2 -a 1 2 a21x )2 2 ",

R.(- = exp(--27r, r2 )exp(i 27rf 1 T) (A-4)
a .)) ao,

R 1(2T)- a1 ,o(2 ) = a,a2,2-a,2a2,1 jexp(_8r 2a2T2 )exp(4rrf Ir) (A-5)
ao ao2

The center frequency f I of this spectral component may be determined itera-
tively by finding the weight (a1 ,2/a 2,2 ) such that the phase angle of equation (A-5)
is twice that of (A-4). The phase angle of equation (A-5) may have to be unfolded
before comparison to that in (A-4). In performing the search, we make use of the
known high and low beam patterns to constrain the possible values of this weight.
Our convention is that the first Gaussian component in equation (1) is associated
with low altitude winds (below an elevation angle 00) and the second with winds
aloft. Thus the desired weight:

f Z (0)13(O)B 1(9)d 9
(11,2 = o (A-6)

f Z (0) B 1 (9) Bo(e) (19

can be shown to be in the range 0 to 1.0 for reasonable values of 0) amd the
reflectivity factor profile Z(O). lere B, and B., are the low and high 1ea n one-
way elevation antenna patterns.

Having determined the weight, (al. <2,2) the spectrm w111 xidtlth (71 is ('atC1aet C'i )N
dividing the magnitude of (A-4) by that, of (A-5):

I ( )_ a 1,2 [ .(_I7 1(r)- 1 2 (r) )
f l a1, ,
61 -- - II? ,(2r)- "2 1?,(2 )l

(1 . )
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The factor [ a1,ja 2,2-aI, 2a2,1 ] is now readily derived from either (A-4) or (A-5).
a 2,2

An analogous procedure is used to derive the center frequency and width of the

upper level" Gaussian component as well as the ratios (a, 1 /a 2,1 ) and
a1 1a2 2-a 1, 2a 2, 1 . Four functions of the aij have now been determined; from

a 2,1

these the valucs of these amplitudes can be readily determined.
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APPENDIX B: ESTIMATION OF DUAL GAUSSIAN SPECTRAL
PARAMETERS USING R (0) and R (r)

We now assume that the two spectral components have intrinsic amplitudes aj
that are modified by known beam weighting coefficients wij. The weighting
coefficients are determined by equating the integrated power of the spectrum in
equation (2) with that which would be determined from a known profile of the
radar reflectivity factor Z(9):

Rj(0) = alWil+a2wi,2
IT

= fz()Bl(O)Bi(O)dO (3-1)
0

I

00 2

= ZlaufBi(0)Bi(O)dO + Z2_a,gfBm(O)Bj(O)dO
0 do

Note that the radar constant is taken as unity in equation (B-i). The amplitudes
ai are seen to be "average" reflectivities within assumed lower (below 00) and
upper elevation angle intervals. The u,. - are integrals between the appropriate
elevation angle limits of the low or high beam two-way elevation patterns.

The first two autocorrelation lags of the the spectra in equation (2) are given by

the first line in (B-1) and:

Ri(r) = uii alexp(-27r'-al2r2)exp(i 2rrf 7) + u i ,2a2exp(-2 r2ar2 7)exp(i27rf.2r) (B-2)

The six unknown parameters are now the aj, 7j and f j of the two Gaussian spec-
tral components.

The amplitudes aJ are easily computed by applying the inverse of the precom-
puted beam weighting matrix wi j to the measured Ri(0). Center frequencies and
widths of the two spectral components can be determined by eliminating the other
component between the high and low beams in equation (13-2). For example:

SR 2() 2 2 aexp(-2r2 r2)exp(i27rf1r) (B-.3)
U%)") U7 .,.)

The phase angle of (B-3) determines the center frequency f 1 . The spectrum width
or can be determined from the magnitude of (B-3), since the aj are now known.
An analogous procedure can be used to compute f 2 and .,.

The important result is that the phase angle of equation (B-3) is proportional
to the desired "low altitude" l)oppler velocity. The phase angle, however, will be
incorrectly computed if the amplitude a, is negative. In order that, a, be positive,
it can be shown that 1I?(0) must be greater than Wl.,2 RA(O)/w 2, or about 0.6 R.)(0).
Owing to the stochastic nature of weather echoes and the limited number of san-
pies available from an ASR for integration, this condition may not be met, partic-
ularly if the autocorrelation lags for the two beams are computed on alternate
antenna scans. To ensure valid determination of the phase angle, we solve a
modified set of equations where the high beam data samples are scaled to have the
same integrated power as the low beam. The resulting estimate for the "low-
altittude" mean 1)o)pler frequency fI is e(quation (3) in Sec'tion 11-13-2.
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APPENDIX C: SIMULATION OF AIRPORT SURVEILLANCE
RADAR SIGNALS FROM MICROBURSTS

The power spectrum, S, measured in an range-azimuth cell by a fan beam ASR
can be expressed in terms of the elevation angle resolved field of velocity spectra,
S, as:

IT

2

f S((, ,R,v)BTR(0)d0

S(=,Rv) 0 (C-1)
-i

fBTR (O)d0
0

where BTR(O) is the two-way elevation power pattern of the ASR antenna. Given
either measured or assumed vertical profiles of weather velocity spectra, this rela-
tionship can be used to synthesize the power spectrum that would be measured by
an ASR.

As an example, Figure C-1 shows power spectra that would be measured in the
model "microburst" described in Section III-A. Plots in the left column are for the
approaching radial velocity cores and those in the right column are for the reced-
ing cores. Center ranges of 3, 6, 9 and 12 km are assumed. Recall that in both
cores, the magnitude of the surface radial wind component is taken as 15 m/s
(dashed vertical line), decreasing to 5 m/s with opposite sign 1000 m above the
surface. The simulations are in good agreement with the bimodal spectrum model
assumed in this report. The more complex structure sometimes observed in meas-
ured spectra results from vertical wind profiles more complicated than assumed, or
from statistical error in the spectrum estimates (see below).

The stochastic nature of radar signals scattered from precipitation can be
simulated using a Monte Carlo method proposed by Zrnic (1975) and used by Sir-
mans and Bumgarner (1975). Equation (C-i) is evaluated on a discrete grid of
equispaced frequencies spanning the Nyquist interval. A single realization of the
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a signal conforming to this spectrum shape is
then simulated by multiplying the square root of the spectral lines by randomly
generated complex numbers. The amplitudes of these numbers are Rayleigh dis-
tributed and the phases are distributed uniformly between 0 and 27r. An invcrse
DFT then provides synthetic in-phase and quadrature radar signals with the
appropriate spectral distribution. Our simulations employed 64-point Fourier
transforms, from which the 34 samples required for emulation of the signal pro-
cessing operations described in the text were extracted.

Simulation of spatial smoothing was accomplished by generating the appropri-
ate number of independent signal realizations. Adjacent range and azimuth gates
in real radar data are not fully independent because radar pulse and beam shape
create an overlap region where the same scatterers contribute to the echoes. This
effect was not simulated and would result in estimate variance slightly larger than
our calculations.

Figures C-2 are simulated power spectral estimates for the underlying spectra
in Figure C-1. Incoherent averaging of three independent realizations has been
performed to reproduce the range averaging applied to our real data. Substantial
distortion of the underlying shapes occurs owing to the large variance for power
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Figure C-2. Simulated three-degree-of-freedom ASR power spectra estimates.
Underlying spectra are as in Figure C-1.
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spectrum estimates with three degrees of freedom. In general however, the esti-
mate fidelity is sufficient to show the overall width of the spectra and the impor-
tant low-high beam amplitude relationship in the velocity interval associated with
near surface scattering.

Signals from an ASR-9's 8/10 pulse alternating PRF waveform can be simu-
lated by expanding the frequency domain for spectrum synthesis to a value equal
to the reciprocal of the largest time increment that is a submultiple of both pulse
repetition intervals. After inverse Fourier transformation, the non-equispaced
data samples are extracted from the resulting oversampled sequence. Using simu-
lated alternating PRF data, Figure C-3 repeats the calculations of velocity esti-
mate bias and standard deviation shown previously in Figure I1-1. As described
by Weber (1987), a four-coefficient shift-variant interpolation filter has been used
to reconstruct a uniformly sampled data sequence prior to clutter filtering and/or
velocity estimation. The bias of velocity estimates would be unchanged by use of'
the alternating PRF waveform; estimate standard deviation increases slightly rela-
tive to the constant PRF calculation. After spatial smoothing, calculated esti-
mate standard deviation varies from 0.5 to 1.0 m/s increasing with range and the
magnitude of the true surface velocity. As previously, larger standard deviations
apply for low Doppler weather when a clutter filter is used (part c).

Note that the interpolation procedure would break down for weather signals
that exceed the Nyquist velocity associated with the lower PRF (about 25 m/s).
In this situation, aliasing to different parts of the velocity spectrum would occur
at the two PRFs, causing potentially significant spectrum distortion. To prevent
resulting velocity estimate errors, tests should be performed on received signal
parameters within each PRF block (for example, the first spectral mioment) to
detect differential aliasing. Appropriate dealiasing procedures could then be
applied to the signals prior to velocity estimation.
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(a) Range of 6 km and no clutter filtering are assumed.

Figure C-3. Spectral differencing and autocorrelation based velocity estimate bias
and standard deviation versus "true" outflow velocity. The simulations used here
reproduce the alternating PRF waveform of an ASR-9 and the use of a four-
coefficient interpolation filter. Plot format is as in Figure I1-1.
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(b) Range of 12 kin and no clutter filtering are a."iined.

Figure C-3. (continued)
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Figure C-3. (continued)
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